University of Leeds Classification of Books
Linguistics

[A] General
A-0.01 periodicals
A-0.02 series
A-0.03 collections of essays, Festschriften etc.
A-0.04 bibliography
A-0.05 study & teaching of linguistics  Teaching of language at L-0
A-0.06 History of linguistics & phonetics
A-0.07 pre-1801
A-0.08 1801-
A-0.17 biographical dictionaries
A-0.18 biographies: individual linguists
A-0.19 encyclopaedias, dictionaria etc.
A-0.2 Lexicography

A-1 general texts
A-2 Sociolinguistics
A-2.1 Dialectology (not confined to a specific language)
A-2.3 Emotive/persuasive use of language
A-2.5 Urban language
A-3 Multilingualism, bilingualism; politics of language

B-0 Philosophy of language

C-0 Psycholinguistics

[D] Principles of language
[D-1 Surveys]  No longer used : see General Languages A-1
[D-1.9 Surveys of language groups not separately provided for ]  
No longer used ; see General Languages A-2
D-2 Origins of language

[E] Speech
E-0.02 series
E-0.03 collections of essays, Festschriften etc.
E-1 general texts
E-1.5 Children's speech: acquisition & development
See also Education 401.93, Psychology K-4.2 [no longer used]; Health Sciences BF 723
E-2 Speech training
E-3 Speech/hearing disorders & therapy
Reading disorders (e.g. dyslexia): see Education 371.9144
Medical aspects : see Health Sciences

[F] Phonetics & phonology]
F-0.02 series
F-0.03 collections of essays, Festschriften etc.
F-0.04 bibliography
F-0.19 dictionaries
F-1 general texts
F-2 Scientific: physiology  
See also Health Sciences WV 500-540
F-3 Scientific: experimental, etc.
F-4 Comparative (2 or more languages)
F-5 Phonetic readers

[G] Historical
G-0.03 collections of essays, Festschriften etc.
G-1 General history of language
G-2 Historical phonology
G-3 Historical morphology
G-4 Historical syntax
G-5 Historical semantics

H-0 Grammar, syntax & morphology

I-0 Textual linguistics; discourse analysis; Corpus linguistics
See also General Literature C-4 ( stylistics ), F-3 ( narrative theory )

J-0 Semantics & semiotics

K-0 Writing systems; Romanization
History of writing : see Bibliography F-1
Palaeography : see Bibliography F-2
Calligraphy : see Art G-0

[L-0] Language teaching & learning; Second language acquisition]
See also Education Outline for formal education;
Teaching of linguistics at A-0.05

M-0 Mathematical & statistical linguistics
M-1 Computational linguistics; machine translation
M-2 Statistical treatment of linguistic data

[N] Mixed languages]
N-1 General
N-3 Creoles
N-4 Pidgins
N-9 others

[P] Artificial & surrogate languages]
P-1 General
P-2 Esperanto
P-4 Volapuk
P-7 others
P-20 Non-verbal languages, e.g. sign language

Q-0 Translation and interpreting
Machine translation at M-1; literary aspects at General Literature K-0

Z-0 Miscellaneous
Includes language games, puns, anagrams, nonsense languages
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